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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN 
 

JUDGMENT ON THE NATIONS 
 

 
The message from the Angel on the White Horse was: “Great judgments 

are coming from God upon the lovers of this world, those unrepentant and 
cripplers of the children. Come out of her my children. Take nothing with 
you, only the clothes on your back. Judgment is coming at midnight and 
the hour is 11:55 (p.m.). Don't mourn the loss, only come away. Come 
out of her." [You must come out. The man of sin, the man of destruction, 
has been judged.] 

In the vision I had the night of March 31st,I realized that I had walked the length and the 
breadth of every nation on the earth seeing the same sight. The land was ravaged by fire. The 
soil still heaving with the purifying fire like lava blistering over the landscape. In the cities, there 
was looting, rioting, murdering, plagues, and famine. Darkness and terror assailed the people 
on every side. Over and over again I cried, "The judgments of the Lord are coming, prepare, 
prepare!" Some would walk by replying, "They have already come. Can't you see?" Each time, 
I would once again see visions of bombs dropping on the land; my response would be "No! 
This is but a warning!" 

On June 1 the angel revealed the red horse tome. I saw the angel turn his head to look at 
something behind him. Suddenly, we both saw a red horse coming down a long winding tunnel 
from heaven. He cried, "The red horse is coming. Tell the people of the earth-prepare-prepare-
prepare for the events that take place with the coming of the red horse." 

Then the Lord spoke, "I require that all men everywhere repent.' 

Paul wrote, 

... the day of the Lord so cometh as a thief in the night. For when they shall say, 
Peace and safety; then sudden destruction... (I Thes. 5:2b-3a) 

 
Take a bird's eye view over the nations of the world(as of September 1990). Glancing 

over the East, we will remember recently coming through some shock waves due to the killings 
in Tian An Men Square, and the upset in the stock market because of the Japanese economy; 
but overall, there now seems to be relative peace. Not withstanding the brutal persecution of 
the church, which is taking place in China. 

Looking to the West, the Iron Curtain has been ripped down and the Soviet nations are taking 
another look at independence. Again, we have seen some violence, but minimal on the 
comparative analysis. Food shortages are severe, but as yet, we have seen no major upheaval 
regarding this problem. 
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Africa continues to be a nation with a festering wound, but at this time, there is no volcanic 
activity in process. Although there will be soon. 

North America is relatively calm, but Central and South America have just come through some 
foreseen and rather tumultuous changes with more on the horizon. Right now however, it 
seems that the climate there is best described as "sporadic storms". 

While I don't pretend to have all the answers for world affairs, I can say with relative confidence 
that I have a few insights as to what we will see in the future. We have definitely seen a 
convulsion in international affairs sporadically exploding. Like the geysers in Yellowstone 
National Park, they have released their pent-up fury and then settled down, each time 
amazingly quick. 

In the spring of 1988, the Lord gave me a word regarding what was about to happen: 'Agitation 
going on under the surface of world governments are soon to surface, even to the overthrow of 
some." The process has begun to show itself, but we haven't seen the last of it. There are 
militant forces awaiting major takeovers even as we sit at the dock of Iraq. 

Europe 
As we look at Europe, we are soon to see a "bursting boil" in government and economy. The 
Lord informed me early in 1990 that Margaret Thatcher would be removed. He said Satan sees 
her as a threat to his plan for a one-world government, which in fact, she is. While this book 
was being edited, this event occurred. This will, start a chain reaction in government and their 
economy, and unprecedented public unrest. France too, will undergo the same changes, 
although for different reasons. The Lord, has asked for prayer for France because of the 
greatness of their afflictions. Perhaps as early as 1991 some awesome and unexpected news 
will begin to come out of that pocket of the world. It will make the ears tingle at the hearing of 
the report. Especially concerning Great Britain and France, there will be a growing reign of 
terror and natural disasters(such as floods, hurricanes and earthquakes). 

The word for Europe as of 1996 will be; "expect the unexpected, and offer up prayers for God's 
mercy." 

USSR 
The Soviet Union experienced a major tearing away of countries before that last domino fell. 
On January 25, 1990, I was in heavy travail as I was praying with my dear friend, Bonnie 
Daughenbaugh. Suddenly, I saw a vision of the Swastika. 

It was out in front of me like a three-dimensional movie. In the vision, the cross was black while 
the background was yellow.(I don't know what, if anything, the colors symbolized). I saw the 
Swastika begin to move across the U.S.S.R, the length and the breadth of the land. Speaking 
out deceptions everywhere it went, the masses believed. Then it began to travel across 
Europe, speaking flatteries and deceptions and the multitudes believed and joined in. (As I 
mentioned previously, an angel talked with me throughout this vision, giving me directions, 
although In ever saw him.) The angel told me to curse the deceptions over the people and call 
them into truth so that they might be saved from the plans of the flatterer. So I did as he 
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commanded. He said kings, queens, heads of state, religious leaders, and the people of the 
lands are going to believe these lies. Speak to the people. Call them to see "truth". 

Vision of Insight 
In the fall of 1989 I had a vision in a dream. I saw a huge house of several thousand square 
feet sitting on a lot. When the owner was home, it remained a lovely house. When the owner 
left the home, it turned into a wall. I noticed the owner drove a Rolls Royce. It was one that 
would be a collector's model today. It had the chauffeur’s seat separated from the family 
portion of the car, but it looked brand-new. Then I saw church leaders, government officials, 
and citizens come wanting to buy this unusual house. The offers they made on it were as 
though it were worth hundreds of thousands of dollars more than actual value. It became like 
an auction with the highest bidder winning. When I awakened, it was as if I had been in a 
trance (see Acts 10:10) and I was immediately pulled into a timeless tunnel where the Lord 
spoke to me, saying.- 

"Fear not. The answer to what you just saw is in the eighth chapter of Isaiah. A great deception 
is about to take place. I let you have an experience behind My visitation with you in August. 
You were confused and frightened about why it was allowed. Now I'm going to explain it to 
you. I visited you and left behind the presence of My glory so that you knew joy, which you 
have not known before at the wonder of My presence. Then, I let you experience a storm of 
such great darkness that terror gripped your heart, and you thought you were going to die. So 
great was the darkness and the storm that you forgot all about the hours in My glory. Now 
remember this. My people will know the same sequence of experiences; one hour for one 
year.'' 

At this, He quit talking to me, the presence of timelessness left, and I stayed awake the rest of 
the night pondering what had happened. I knew immediately that the enemy had a tactic of 
diversion operating against the body since January of 1989 so that he could build himself a 
sure house. This strategy was confusion, hardships, character assassinations, sicknesses, 
division and strife. The overwhelming attack was in hopes of keeping the church out of prayer 
for that whole year. This enabled him to complete and solidify his sure house. Once 
completed, this house would appear to be a place of refuge and a wall of defense. The vehicle 
that would be used to display the new thing would appear to be brand new, although it is very 
old. I also knew it would look so good that even members of the church would buy into it. This, 
of course, is the one-world government and religion. 

Isaiah chapter eight told me it would be full of every kind of sorcery. Its prophets, so to speak, 
would walk the land proclaiming it a way of "Peace and Safety". 

I interjected this visitation in the middle of the vision regarding the Swastika because, in going 
back to it, you will understand what the angel was talking about in his next statement. 
Remember, I was told to curse the deceptions that were coming from this Swastika, which I 
had done. 

The angel then said: 
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'As you were told by the Lord last year, this that you see is the beginning of the great house of 
deception.' 

It was immediately secured in me that the breaking down of the iron wall was not what it 
appeared to be. Just then, the Swastika disappeared, and I was looking at the head of a beast; 
what appeared to be a cross between a lion and a ram. Although its face was long like a ram, it 
had the mane of a male lion. I said, "What is that?" The angel answered, "It is the spirit behind 
the deception. Curse it with these cursing. “ I obeyed as I was instructed. 

As this whole scenario played itself out, I knew this man was speaking peace, prosperity, 
shelter, food, unity, and safety. However, he could really not offer any of these, not even to his 
own, as we have since come to openly realize. 

I was also told, "That which is, always was,” in speaking of internal affairs in Russia. 

I realized then, that no matter what kind of reconstruction or reformation is being spelled out, 
we are being deceived. The very skeletal framework of what is going to be built, or is hoped to 
be built, is the same as the skeleton of ideologies that has always been. Furthermore, this is in 
preparation for the one-world government. 

Even the religious reforms will soon prove to be what they were all the time, deceptions. With 
the end, there will be a greater increase of persecution than what has existed in the past. The 
"Swastika" stands for anti-Semitism. So by that, I also come to the affirmation that what I'd 
been told by the Lord years ago would still prove to be true, but with added dimension; 
persecution of Jews throughout Europe. As of1992, this had begun in lesser measure once 
again, in Russia. However, I know through secret sources that it was planned three years prior 
and was to look spontaneous. In the years to come, there will not be a safe place for a Jew 
outside of Israel. So please pray for the Jews internationally and help in any way you can to 
secure their migration back to Israel. Eventually, the only haven of security will be Jesus 
Christ. 

Somewhere in the Soviet Union, there is going to be another devastating earthquake. Traumas 
and cataclysmic events with natural disasters will shake this nation. Also, Russia hopes to 
stabilize its economy, which I feel will happen to a little healthier degree, but not for long. It will 
never cease with its military superiority and someday, Russia, Africa, and China will be the 
weapons used to destroy America throughway. 

Although the Russian government will continue working towards a one-world government, the 
church there will arise, as everywhere in the world, working towards the building up of the true 
kingdom. Although bearing the wounds of her deep scars of tribulation, she will quickly arise to 
heights of great grandeur in God, and in His glory, do awesome things in His name. This in 
spite of the fact that the new-found religious freedom in the Soviet is an effort to give the 
people a tonic and pacify them. In the end, it is intended to be part of establishing one-world 
religion. And the true church will once again come under persecution. 
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Africa 
I saw the time of the white man coming to a close. The black man would move into the center 
of power to their own destruction. At the time I was shown that, the only way I had to relate to 
what they would succumb to was "communism". That name is melting like wax on a hot 
summer day now, but the Marxist and Lenin ideology it was born out of is still alive and well. 
For all intents and purposes, those who are leading the black revolution are of that mindset. 
Whatever it will be called in the end, the black person in Africa will be destroyed under it. 

There is much wealth in Africa, and up until now it has been pretty much forcibly consumed by 
the lusts of the white man. Whereas the black man thinks that will change in the overthrow, it 
won’t. Those in power, though black, will do as the whites did to the common man. They are 
waking up to mighty revival now, and it will increase to a great and awesome move, but 
through much persecution. Unexpected natural disasters will explode with a venom (including 
earthquakes). 

China 
The underground church in China is in a mighty revival right now. America should have a tenth 
of what this martyred and persecuted church has. This will only increase to awesome glory! 
God is going to do an interesting thing. In worldwide famine, China and America are both going 
to have one food product that could meet every daily need, if that were the only food in 
existence. China will be a world supplier as will America. I know for America this food is not 
known today, but it’s something that can be dehydrated for easy shipping and storage. I don’t 
think China's has been discovered as yet either. Interestingly enough, God is going to use our 
food product to open doors in the Chinese government for the gospel (which by the way will be 
going through another upheaval). However, only for a time will there be a gospel sweep in and 
through the government. Natural disasters (including many major earthquakes, back to back) 
will sweep through this land, leaving much devastation and taking many lives. Alas, however, 
she will in the last days, be America's archrival with Japan by her side. 

The Middle East 
Anything that will happen in the next few years will be scrimmages, if you will. They have a 
military power to achieve, which they just don't have yet. I think when there is the danger of 
major world war, Russia will be with them in face, as well as under the table. So, a major war 
concerning Iraq, I believe, is still futuristic. 

As far as war against Israel itself, Ezekiel38:12 tells us that Russia and its confederacy of 
nations will come upon Israel for its foodstuffs as well as its goods. Right now the attention is 
focused on the land Israel is in possession of, but in that day, the focus will change. Although 
Russia is in a food crisis, the stage is about to be set for a major food crisis throughout Europe 
and the Middle East. This will ignite the "hook in their jaws" to bring them up against Israel in 
war. I saw a huge earthquake in his part of the world, even larger than the recent one they 
experienced. (While this book was being typed, this earthquake happened. It, however, is not 
the last.) Finally, while some food products will flourish in Israel, I saw a great pestilence of 
locust attacking their fields. 
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Central and South America 
There will be violent upheavals in every area with massive slaughters of the innocent. There 
will be quakes in government and economy, coupled with violent takeovers in unprecedented 
ways. There will be natural disasters that will be staggering to the mind for the cost of lives and 
property. Once this explosion starts, events will follow one another, back to back, with no cure. 
This will release a major outbreak of epidemic diseases. 

Generally Speaking 
Don't be in dismay! I shared earlier how the Lord had told me to measure something that had 
happened to me, one hour for one year. Because that was pertaining to international issues, 
I’m going to touch on it and expound on its meaning. 

We haven't yet entered into the first phase when Jesus will come to His church and set her 
ablaze with His glory. It is right upon us. When it comes, no one will have to second-guess if 
it’s here. But the Holy Spirit is going to come to the church with a "John the Baptist" type move 
first. This first anointing, as I said before, will put the ax to the root of the trees. Those who are 
impure, whether ministries or lay people, will fall to judgment under this mighty awakening. 
Those who are pure will move to great heights in God. The body at large who wants purity, but 
who have just weathered too many storms against their faith, will be purged and set aflame. 
Following this phase will be the entrance into visitation of glory with great signs and wonders, 
yet not without persecutions. 

Somewhere near the end of the visitation of glory, highly elevated persecution will break out 
worldwide. As in the book of Daniel, God will perform great miracles at times to keep some 
from being martyred. 

About three-and-a-half years into this awesome move, a major thrust into the warnings will 
begin which will then lead to global judgment and a great tribulation. The church will remain for 
a season as a beacon in a very dark world! We will be capturing souls for Jesus. Although we 
will still move in great power and miracles, we'll be moving against great wickedness and 
under a heavy cloud of darkness. Those who are true will feel the horrendous pressure, but not 
be overcome by it. Paul said: Let no man deceive you by any means: for that day shallot come, 
except there come a falling away first.... (11 Thes. 2:3) (emphasis added) But that will be the 
first sign. Because of the great tribulations against the body, many will fall away for the sake of 
their own lives. They will not take into consideration that it will cost them their souls. 

... and that man of sin revealed, the son of perdition; Who opposeth and exalteth 
himself above all that is called God, or that is worshiped; so that he as God sitteth in the 
temple of God, showing himself that he is God. (11 Thes. 2:3-4 KJ) 

 
The church will see the antichrist arise. Paul said we would see him and know who he 

is. The Lord showed him to me one night. I saw him rise to power. He also showed me it would 
be at that time, and only for a short while, that the greatest persecutions would arise against 
the church. God's grace will increase to meet the need Church, so don’t be afraid. There is a 
special grace given to the church when it must endure persecution or even martyrdom. It's a 
corporate grace as well as to the individual. It's a grace of increased joy and closeness to 
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Jesus. Further, as I mentioned in the chapter on martyrdom revival frees the mind, heartland 
soul of fear, filling the Christian with faith. So just keep pressing in to Jesus and keep your 
eyes on Him. 

*I am not by this statement purporting to station myself under any particular belief about the 
rapture of the church in conjunction with the tribulation. For the church will recognize the anti-
Christ by the covenant he makes with Israel in the beginning of the tribulation week. 

Before the hour of judgment (which is when God’s wrath will be poured out, as I described in a 
previous chapter), I believe the church will be taken to meet the Lord Jesus in the sky. 

Until that time, the Lord will keep those who choose to trust Him in a supernatural way. It will 
be a time when we will have to fight against dense darkness. It will in no way compare to the 
previous years of intense glory. But those who have taken advantage of the close presence of 
the Lord, who have studied the Word, and taken the time to know Him intimately, will be just 
fine. All Christians will begging through this persecution together, globally, and we will be 
victorious through Christ. Revelation reads, "And they overcame him by the blood of the Lamb, 
and by the word of their testimony; and they loved not their lives unto the death." (Rev. 12:11) 
We will cling to the power of that precious blood that bought our souls by living pure, holy lives. 
By His blood, our ultimate and greatest victory will be realized, that of the resurrection when 
Satan will be manifestly under our feet. The word of our testimony will be liquid grace full of 
great power and revelation, enabling us to continue to do great feats. Here is a most important 
key. All that is released from heaven in this crucial hour will be received by the souls that love 
not their lives unto death. Even if they never know persecution, it's the value of that condition in 
the soul that matters. I feel, however, the key issue in the heart of the church at large will be 
"evangelism", since self-protection will be gone. 

Multitudes, Multitudes in the valley of decision! For the day of the Lord is near in 
the valley of decision. (Joel3:14 Amp.) 

 
Put in the sickle for the vintage harvest is ripe; come get down and tread the 

grapes, for the winepress is full and the vats overflow for the wickedness of the people 
is great. (Joel3:13 Amp.) 

 
That's what I saw in the vision of March 25, 1990.The multitudes were down in the 

cities, which seemed to be in the valleys. None of them knew the Lord and were soon to be 
lost. God's warnings and chastisements had destroyed the land, judgment was soon on its way 
for the final countdown and the people needed the Lord. They were utterly lost, and no one 
seemed to care. While the nations are being plunged headlong into the strong dealings of the 
Lord, the church in America is looking for its ticket out. Jesus is going to need us strong and 
glorious, and He needs us here. We won't be here for the worst of it. That time is His judgment 
on those who refused to repent through the warnings, and the purging of the land with fire. 
Those that took the mark of the beast will die with the one they chose to serve. But until then, 
we will evangelize the world. 

Israel, a Prototype 
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Look at the nation of Israel as the prototype of the church. She has been rebuilding her ruins in 
perilous times. Since about the mid 1970's she has been preparing for the reinstatement of the 
priesthood and the building of the temple as was foretold by the Bible. It will be completed in 
even more troublesome times. 

If I understand things correctly, I would say, in the end, the antichrist will desecrate the 
physical temple. But the Bible says Israel will then look on her Messiah who was wounded in 
her house and mourn as one would mourn for her first-born. This is the time when the real 
Israel will at last be born. The Bible says it will be in a day, and it will come forth with great 
signs and wonders. So the house of the true remnant Israel will be born as it were, in a day 
from within the multitudes of people whose composite makes up the Jewish nation. 

It's impossible to look at the scripture realistically in light of today's unfolding events and 
continue to ascertain that God’s work with the Jews has come to an end. The church's job is to 
pray for and to love the Jewish people taking every opportunity to be a testimony for Christ. As 
the Bible says; the Gospel is to go to the Jew first and then to the Gentile. 

The Church In Glory 
This is a picture of the church. She has been cleaning and preparing for the new priestly 
ministry through difficult times. The church will experience a mighty and quick building up by 
the Holy Spirit in even more troubled times. Satan will make his entrance to desecrate the 
temple, but at that time his throne will be in the one-world church. The true spiritual church will 
be brought to wonderful levels of maturity and although she will be moving underground, in a 
manner of speaking, she will be walking in the highest spiritual endowment ever known. It will 
be in very perilous times, accompanied by still greater miracles, as all of heaven will seem to 
be at her disposal to insure daily provision and continued world evangelism. 

-CHURCH PREPARE- 
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